Low back pain resulting from degenerative disc disease is the most common cause of disability in the UK. Current low back pain treatments are aimed at either treating the symptoms of pain, or removing the source of pain itself, but do not address the biological basis of the disease. Our increasing understanding of the molecular biological basis for degenerative disc disease has enabled the development of strategies aimed at tackling the causes of degeneration. Here we review the progress that has been made in strategies using cells, biomaterials and growth factors aimed at regenerating the human intervertebral disc.
The socioeconomic impact of low back pain (LBP), as revealed by modern metrics, has increased its recognition as one of the leading causes of discomfort and disability in society today. It is estimated that two-thirds of adults suffer from LBP at some time [1] , with point prevalence ranging from 12 to 35% [2] and an estimated 23 million episodes per year in the UK [3] . Whilst most sufferers spontaneously remit, it is estimated that 10% go on to develop chronic LBP. The economic costs imposed by LBP are staggering and the majority of medical costs arise from this minority of patients, who through failure of modern medicine to treat symptoms appropriately and relieve pain, become chronic users of the healthcare system. The direct cost to the NHS was estimated in 1991 to be £500 million annually [4] , and these costs are compounded by disability benefits, insurance and work loss, resulting in a total economic burden of £12 billion per year [5] .
The causes of LBP are undoubtedly multifactorial. However, the majority of cases involve the intervertebral disc (IVD) and include conditions such as disc herniation, myelopathy and spinal stenosis. Interestingly, imaging studies [6] and clinical studies with discography [7, 8] have shown that when the IVD is examined, it shows features of IVD degeneration, and this is now thought to be one of the many causes of chronic LBP. In fact IVD degeneration is recognized as a cause of LBP in at least 40% of patients [6] .
The normal IVD The human spine contains 24 IVDs, which separate the bony vertebrae and lie in front of the spinal canal. The spine has two major functions: it is a loading structure that provides attachment for internal organs, supports the upper body and external loads, and transmits load from the upper to lower extremity; while permitting movement in all directions. Hence, the IVD is necessarily unique in its design in order to cope with these functional demands.
The IVD is composed of three distinct regions; the tough, collagenous annulus fibrosus (AF) surrounding the highly hydrated, gelatinous nucleus pulposus (NP), between two cartilage end-plates (CEPs). The AF consists of concentric rings of parallel collagen fibers, which insert into adjacent vertebral bodies. The collagen fibers run at 60° to the vertical with their orientation alternating in criss-cross fashion in adjacent lamellae, and each IVD consists of 10-25 lamellae [9] . This arrangement strongly unites the vertebral bodies and is suited to resisting tensile forces generated by twisting and bending. The NP is highly hydrated, composed predominantly of proteoglycans (PGs), and is more randomly organized and less mechanically stable than the AF. The boundary between the AF and NP is indistinct and known as the transition zone. CEPs cover opposing vertebral bodies and are predominantly composed of hyaline cartilage.
Extracellular matrix
The IVD extracellular matrix (ECM) is predominantly composed of PGs and collagens, and there are distinct differences in the ECM composition between the AF and NP. PGs are most abundant in the NP, where they are up to 27-times more abundant than collagens [10] . PG is hydrophilic with a high osmotic potential, which draws large amounts of water into the disc, causing expansion of the NP ECM and giving its classic 'hydrogel-like' properties. Several PGs are present, including the large aggregating PGs aggrecan and veriscan, which hydrate the IVD, and smaller nonaggregating PGs decorin, biglycan, fibromodulin, lumican and perglycan, which have a diverse and incompletely understood range of functions [11] .
Aggrecan is the predominant PG within the IVD, although versican is also present but in lesser amounts than aggrecan and has a lower ability to bind glycosaminoglycan (GAG); its primary function is in cellular signaling and not NP hydration [12] . PG reversibly deforms under stress to give the IVD compressive strength [13] , and there is a direct relationship between the number of GAG molecules bound to the core protein and the amount of compression that the IVD can withstand [14] . The large size, high number of GAG chains and the high concentration of PGs in the matrix all contribute to its compression-resistant properties. The balance of this complex structure is affected by any change in levels of synthesis or catabolism, exposing the IVD to greater risk of functional failure and degeneration.
Collagen forms an integral part of all connective tissue ECM; in the IVD, it accounts for 80% of the dry weight of the AF and 20% of the NP. Collagen types I and II account for 80% of total IVD collagen [15] , and the ratio of type I to type II collagen is inverted, with the AF being mainly type I and the NP mainly type II. The remaining 20% of IVD collagen is made up by the minor collagens III, V, VI, IX and XI, which have a wide range of functions and are recognized as important IVD ECM components.
Cells
The NP forms from the embryonic notochord and is initially populated by notochordal cells, while mesenchyme forms the remaining tissues of the spinal column [16] . In humans after 4 years, notochordal cells are replaced by cells that morphologically and phenotypically resemble chondrocytes [17] . NP cells are phenotypically distinct from AF cells and cell morphology and metabolic activity varies between the AF and the NP. AF cells are fibroblast-like, being thin and elongated, lying parallel to the collagen fibers of the lamellae, whereas NP cells are rounded and chondrocyte-like [18] . In vitro studies show that NP cells incorporate 35 S-sulfate into PGs more rapidly than AF cells [19] and NP cells produce relatively more type II collagen than AF cells [20] . SOX9, a key regulatory gene of chondrocytic differentiation [21] , is also expressed at higher levels by normal NP cells compared with normal AF cells.
Nutrition
Cells at the center of adult IVDs may be up to 8 mm away from the nearest blood vessels, and transport of essential nutrients, such as oxygen and glucose, and removal of metabolic waste, such as lactic acid, must be achieved via diffusion from vessels in the subchondral bone and in the outer margin of the AF [22] . This results in low oxygen tension and cells predominantly use glycolytic metabolism, which combines with slow removal of metabolic waste to lower the pH [23] . Cells are adapted to this environment and do not have a high mitotic rate. In addition, the IVD is sparsely populated, with only 4,000 cells/mm 3 and 9000 cells/mm 3 in the NP and AF, respectively, considerably less than the 15,000 cells/mm 3 found in articular cartilage. These nutrient supply pathways are vulnerable to erosion over time; both the peripheral AF and the CEP becomes less vascular [24] , and the CEP itself ossifies impeding diffusion [25] . As nutrient supply routes are eroded, nutrient concentrations fall to levels inadequate to maintain cellular activity and viability.
Degenerative disc disease Age-related IVD degeneration is common; by 50 years of age, 97% of lumbar discs show evidence of degeneration and 10% of these are severely degenerated [26] . Degenerate IVDs demonstrate radiographically obvious tissue abnormalities, including disc narrowing, bulging, osteophyte formation and end-plate sclerosis. Following the disappearance of notochordal cells during childhood, the IVD loses its translucency, becomes less hydrated, and in the young adult is white and opaque. Interestingly, some species that retain their notochordal cells in their adult life do not show age-related IVD degeneration [27] . In middle-age the nucleus becomes more collagenous and NP cleft formation often occurs [28] . Clefts may radiate towards the annulus, disrupting the collagen lamellae, and increase the likelihood of IVD prolapse. Repair involves scartissue accompanied by vascular in-growth, which is functionally inadequate and disposed to further degeneration [29] . The lamellae become more intricately arranged, fibers bifurcate and interdigitate, and the transition zone between AF and NP becomes less clear as the NP becomes more fibrous and less gel-like [30] . In the final future science group future science group www.futuremedicine.com stages of degeneration the NP is replaced by disorganized scar and granulation tissue, and the IVD is distorted [28] .
Biochemical changes underlie these macroscopic changes; central to age-related degeneration is altered composition of the NP matrix, most importantly a reduction in the amount of PG. PGs account for 70% of the total IVD dry weight in 15-25 year olds, but only 20% in 60-80 year olds [31] , and this loss of PG is accompanied by water loss and reduced hydrodynamic pressure in the IVD, impairing its functional ability.
The presence of necrotic and apoptotic cells increases dramatically with age; necrotic cells account for only 2% of the fetal population but more than 50% of the adult cell population, and the total number of lacunae containing viable NP cells is reduced [32] . Although reactive cell proliferation occurs, increasing the total number of cells present [33] , the characteristics of these 'replacement' cells are not fully known. Recent investigation has demonstrated cellular senescence [34] ; it is likely that they are less well suited to maintaining the IVD ECM.
The functional integrity of the IVD is dependent on its highly intricate and complex ECM. However, the matrix is a dynamic structure and IVD cells continuously synthesise ECM macromolecules and secrete matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) and aggrecanases, which break down the ECM. These proteases affect the balance between synthesis, degradation and accumulation of matrix macromolecules and are implicated in degenerative and age-related changes [35] . MMPs 1, 2, 3, 7, 8 and 13 have been found in the IVD; 1, 2, 3, 9 and 13 are particularly active in degenerated tissue [36, 37] , along with the A-disintegrin-like and metalloprotease with thrombospondin motifs aggrecanases [38] .
Cytokines, such as IL-1α, IL-1β and TNF-α, which decrease PG production but increase MMP production [39, 40] , and the secretion of pain mediators [41] have been identified in the IVD. IL-1 is either endogenously produced by IVD cells [42] , or diffuses into the IVD from outside [39] , and this process may be facilitated by loss of PG in degenerate IVDs [43] . IL-1 may be particularly important as its increase in expression in degenerate discs is mirrored by increased expression of its receptor and not by its antagonist (IL-1Ra) [39, 40] .
Whilst IL-1 and TNF-α, amongst others, mediate damaging and degradative catabolic effects in the IVD, the TGF-β superfamily, which includes TGF-β itself, the bone morphogenic proteins (BMP)-2 and BMP-7 and cartilage-derived morphogenic protein-1, regulate IVD anabolism [44] [45] [46] [47] . Mitogenic cytokines have also been identified in the IVD, for example, IGF-1 can prevent apoptosis of IVD cells [48] and stimulate the production of PGs [49] .
Repair capacity & the effect of degenerative changes on IVD function & LBP
Investigation into the ability of the IVD to repair artificially induced AF lesions in animals have found little evidence of repair [50] . Any repair is confined to the better vascularized areas of the IVD, the outer AF, rendering the NP sensitive to damage and incapable of repair [51] . Not only is repair absent, but lesions induce progressive degenerative changes in both the affected IVD and adjacent IVDs [52] .
Changes to the ECM affect the IVDs behavior in response to mechanical load. Loss of PG results in a lower osmotic pressure [53] , the IVD is unable to maintain water content under load and the IVD bulges outwards, seen on radiographs as a reduction in IVD height [54] . When the IVD fails to behave hydrostatically in response to load, the stress distribution in the annulus and the CEP changes, and inappropriate stress concentration and mechanical damage results [55] . Abnormal force distribution induces compensatory contraction in surrounding muscles; spasm contributes to back pain. Therefore, LBP can be attributed to several possible sources; the IVD itself, surrounding muscles, joints, the outer AF and nerves accompanying vessels during repair. Importantly, each source may be remedied through the functional restoration of the IVD.
Current treatment of LBP
Treatments are aimed at pain control rather than treating the underlying pathology and are limited in their efficacy and cost-effectiveness. A vast range of pain-relieving monotherapies are employed, including both well-established painrelieving pharmaceuticals (nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs, paracetamol and opiods), and more novel therapies, such as trans-cutaneous electrical nerve stimulation, physical manipulation, exercise therapy and behavior therapy [56] . Despite large numbers of clinical trials and investigative studies, the efficacy of these interventions is still questioned [57] . Where the patient is unresponsive to conservative treatment and there
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future science group future science group are easily identifiable and co-relatable diagnostic imaging signs and clinical symptoms, fusion surgery (arthrodesis), aimed at physically correcting the abnormalities and directly removing the source of pain, is the primary intervention [58] , and is often effective in removing the source of pain [59] . However, problems may emerge at adjacent motion segments owing to biomechanical changes precipitated by the fusion, as well as resulting in reduced mobility and failure to return the sufferer to the pre-illness state.
IVD transplantation for severe degeneration aims to maintain motion segment function whilst preventing adjacent segment degeneration. Whole IVD or nucleus replacement with allogenic [60, 61] or autogenic [62, 63] IVD tissue using complicated surgical removal and reimplantation techniques has been successfully performed, but problems with the inserted tissue losing height, losing water and PG, becoming unstable, and issues regarding immunogenicity and IVD sourcing have directed researchers away from IVD tissue transplantation [64] . An alternative to tissue transplantation are nucleus replacement devices designed to mimic the NP, such as the prosthetic IVD nucleus (PDN; Raymedica Inc., Bloomington, MN, USA) or total disc replacements, such as Charite (DePuy Spine Inc., Warsaw, IN, USA) and ProDisc (Synthes Spine Inc., West Chester, PA, USA). Since 1996, several different versions of the PDN have been implanted in more than 400 people with varying degrees of success, while both Charite and ProDisc have demonstrated significant pain relief up to 24 months [65, 66] . However, complications included device migration, extrusion and failure [58, 67] and no study has shown that IVD replacement is superior to spinal fusion [68] .
Potential therapies
Owing to the current lack of successful therapies, there is a demand for new treatments that tackle degeneration -not simply removing a mechanical pain stimulus but addressing the biological basis for disease, even preventing degeneration and the development of pain symptoms. Greater understanding of IVD cell and matrix biology and degeneration has led researchers to investigate a wide variety of novel strategies (Figure 1) . It is thought that the stage of degeneration will determine the type of biological repair best suited. In early stages when the IVD is structurally intact, rescue of IVD cells through administration of growth factors (GFs) and preservation of IVD tissue using inhibitors of matrix degrading enzymes may be achievable. During later stages of degeneration, where the IVD structure is disrupted, biologic restoration of NP architecture with scaffolds or biomatrices containing cells may be best suited.
Direct administration of GFs
Direct administration of GFs to the IVD stimulates IVD cell-matrix production [49] . The TGF-β superfamily of GFs have well-established and reproducible effects on IVD cell anabolism [45] [46] [47] 69] . In vivo studies demonstrate increased IVD height indicative of matrix production after injection with GF into both normal IVDs and IVDs artificially degenerated through needle puncture or static compression loading [70] [71] [72] . As our understanding of IVD biology improves, it may be possible to utilize not only anabolic proteins such as GFs, but manipulate the degenerative process through anticatabolic factors or inhibitors of degradative enzymes [37, 39, 73] . So far clinical data on this approach is lacking. An alternative approach has been trialled by Klein et al., who used an 'IVD solution' consisting of matrix components and 'aiding components' [74] . Follow-up for 13 months was promising, with reduction in pain and disability scores, and this approach may prove to be suitable for early stages of degeneration, although leakage of injected components might be problematic in later stages of degeneration. These results encourage the possibility of GF administration for stimulation of repair and prevention of the progression of early degenerative change, but with the caveat that continuous or repeated delivery of GF may be required for maximum benefit, as the effects wore off with GF depletion over time. This problem may be addressed through the innovation of slow-release injectable formulations or employment of gene transfection.
Gene transfection
Gene transfection is the process whereby cells are directly infected with a viral vector carrying a target gene, the expression of which will have therapeutic benefit in the tissue of interest. Gene transfection of TGF-β into mouse IVDs has demonstrated a twofold increase in PG production and IVDs exhibited remarkable increases in TGF-β and PG production that was maintained over the duration of the experiment (a 6-week period). This is considerably longer than that with local administration alone [75] . Alternatives future science group future science group www.futuremedicine.com to TGF-β include latent membrane protein-1 [76] and SOX-9 [77] . However, we need not be limited to therapy with anabolic factors; IVD cells transfected with IL-1RA, an IL-1 inhibitor, then injected into IVD explants resulted in reduced protease expression and matrix degradation [78] . Better results still might be achieved through the transfection of synergistically active GFs together with enzyme inhibitors [79] .
The NP is a promising site for gene introduction, as its avascular encapsulated nature can protect the vector from the body's own immune system, preventing damaging immune reaction against the transfected cells and prolonging gene expression. Fas ligand is expressed in the IVD, providing a mechanism for the maintenance of immune privilege [80] , and the isolated nature of the IVD ensures sequestration of the vector, reducing systemic spread and possible sideeffects [81] . Questions remain as to the best method of gene delivery [82] . Adenoviruses are currently the most commonly used vector owing to their high transfection rate, although safety concerns preclude their use in clinical trials [83] . Alternatives include nonviral vectors such as the gene gun or liposomes, which deliver the gene as an episome into the host cell cytoplasm [84] . These methods have the disadvantage of reduced duration of gene expression and lower transfection success rate [85] . Investigation into viral vectors that fail to elicit an immune response and have no known pathogenicity, such as adenoassociated virus, may provide a solution [86] [87] [88] , although currently an appropriate gene-delivery method does not exist, and animal in vivo experiments have caused spinal toxicity [82] .
Tackling later stages of degeneration
The number of phenotypically normal viable IVD cells decreases dramatically with age and severity of degeneration [89] . This is a major problem in the use of 'rescue techniques' such as gene transfection and GF administration. Attempting to promote regeneration through stimulation of this small, necrotic and suicidal cell population may prove difficult, possibly requiring 
Identifying a suitable cell source
Repopulating the IVD by implantation of autologous [90] [91] [92] or allogenic [93] IVD cells into animal models of IVD degeneration showed less degeneration relative to controls, and led these researchers to conclude that cell implantation retards IVD degeneration. It is important to note that these animal injury model studies use cells implanted prior to degeneration. They demonstrate reduced degeneration but do not demonstrate regeneration, and although illustrating the positive effect of a 'normal' population of IVD cells on the functional characteristics of the IVD, the source of IVD cells remains an unresolved issue. The ideal choice would be autologous IVD cells, but the relatively acellular nature of the IVD [94] makes removal of a large amount of tissue necessary in order to recover a significant number of cells. However, removal of IVD tissue is associated with accelerated degenerative changes and is not recommended [91, 93] .
To circumvent the problem associated with tissue removal Meisel et al. report a series of patients treated by re-implanting in vitroexpanded IVD cells isolated from patients undergoing discectomy for herniation [95] . Although preliminary, their results highlight the possibility of stimulating repair and preventing degeneration through autologous IVD cell therapy [96] .
However, isolation of IVD cells is only possible in the case of acute traumatic injury, such as that resulting from herniation, when surgery is forced upon the patient and nuclear material is easily removed. Another doubt surrounds the use of cells isolated from severely degenerated IVDs; cells are of altered phenotype and demonstrate increased senescence [17, 37, 39] . Expansion of these cells in vitro to a number usable for tissue engineering might result in a population of 'abnormal' cells unsuitable for re-implantation.
Although IVD cell allografts may fail to elicit an immune response in vivo [93] , safety concerns recommend caution in their use in humans, and further investigation is required before nonautogenic NP cells could be transplanted into humans.
The hypothesized benefits of increasing the population of viable IVD cells and increasing matrix production in regenerating the IVD and restoring function, alongside the difficulties associated with 'rescue' strategies or implantation of cultured NP cells, has led researchers to consider other sources of cells that might be able to affect biologic repair. Prominent among these suggestions are mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), which can be easily isolated from a number of tissues and have both differentiation capacity and self-renewal ability. In addition to their osteogenic ability [97] , these cells have since been shown to differentiate into several cell types of mesenchymal tissue, including cartilage [98] , adipose tissue [99] and muscle [100] .
IVD & tissue engineering
Although as yet no unique NP cell marker has been identified, differentiation of MSCs into NP-like cells have been demonstrated in a number of systems, including co-culture with NP cells [101, 102] , on 3D scaffolds with transfection with SOX-9 and culture with TGF-β [103] , and in chitosan-based hydrogels [104] . The possibility of differentiating MSCs down an NP-like lineage, together with their ready extraction from bone marrow aspirates and in vitro expansion capacity, has led researchers to consider their application in regenerating the IVD [97] . Because transfection during culture is easily achievable, MSCs also offer a ready vector for gene delivery to the IVD [105] . However, for regeneration of the IVD to be successful, it is likely that implanted cells would require a support structure, both to protect the cells from the loads experienced within the disc and provide a template onto which cells could deposit newly synthesized ECM. Therefore, identification of a suitable scaffold or hydrogel will be vital for tissue engineering of the IVD.
Choice of scaffold materials
Implantable scaffolds can be divided into those derived from biological sources or those from synthetic sources. Biological sources (such decellularized autogenic, allogenic or xenogenic matrices, and collagen, fibrin, alginate or chitosanbased matrices) have the advantage of mimicking the native cellular environment and reduced possibility of immunogenicity [106] [107] [108] , while synthetic polymers, such as polyglycolic acid, have readily modifiable material properties [109] .
future science group future science group www.futuremedicine.com Several requirements are placed on a scaffold material, encompassing both biological and mechanical properties [110] . It should be porous to allow tissue growth, cellular communication and diffusion of nutrients and waste. The material should allow attachment, differentiation and possibly proliferation of cells. Its mechanical properties should mirror those of the tissue native to the implantation site. Lastly, its shape must conform to the site of implantation. These requirements are complicated by the extreme biomechanical forces exerted on the IVD, the harsh physiological conditions present and the relative isolation and inaccessibility of the IVD, thus the careful choice of scaffold is vital [111] . The IVD matrix has three principal functions; it anchors IVD cells in place and provides signals that mediate cellular metabolic and matrix remodelling activity, and it determines the mechanical properties of the IVD. Scaffolds used in tissue engineering must either mimic these properties, or encourage the formation of a matrix with such characteristics when implanted.
Application of tissue engineering to the IVD
Various different scaffold-cell combinations have been investigated in IVD applications ranging in complexity from a relatively simple collagen-hyaluronan matrix aimed at NP [112] or AF [113] regeneration, to development of an IVD composite [114] , or an end-plate-NP construct [115] . Alini et al. seeded bovine coccygeal NP or AF cells on a collagen-hyaluronan scaffold, chosen because it mimics the native IVD ECM [112] . Over 60 days they noted PG production, although at levels considerably lower than are found in the native IVD. Although compounded by loss of PG by diffusion into the surrounding culture medium, this might not be a problem in the encapsulated IVD. Seguin et al. used a calcium polyphosphate bone substitute material [116] . PG production levels comparable to the native IVD were observed up to 6 weeks in culture. The construct's mechanical properties were compared with those of the native IVD, finding little difference in stiffness or ability to resist compression. Sato et al. showed cell viability and matrix production in vitro, then implanted atelocollagen honeycomb scaffold seeded with AF cells into rabbit IVDs with NP defects [117] . The cells survived and proliferated, and the treated group showed maintenance of IVD space height compared with an untreated control. More recently Yang et al. have investigated a novel scaffold seeded with human IVD cells, with promising results [118] . Several other synthetic chemical polymer formulations such as poly(D,L-lactide)/bioglass and poly-L-lactic acid (PLLA) have been developed and tested in vitro on their own [103, 119] , or in combination with natural polymers such as collagen or gelatin [120, 121] .
In moderate IVD degeneration, a potential problem with such constructs is the difficulty in implanting them whilst maintaining AF integrity; ideally, major, invasive surgical intervention for repair should be avoided. These strategies may be better tailored to treating later stages of degeneration, where considerable loss of NP tissue has occurred and mechanical strength of the construct is of paramount importance. However, whilst 3D scaffolds such as PLLA allow NP regeneration, questions over its suitability for application to the disc remain; during biological degradation lactic acid released might reduce the pH of the disc ECM, compromising native and implanted disc cells.
Hydrogels
These issues have led researchers to look away from traditional 3D scaffolds, often initially developed for engineering bone, towards alternatives with characteristics more tailored to the IVD, such as networks of crosslinked hydrophilic polymer chains that swell but do not dissolve in water, known as hydrogels. Developed in the 1950s as soft contact lenses, hydrogels are able to undergo a simple phase transition in water from liquid to gel, the sol-gel transition, often without any chemical reaction [122, 123] .
Our groups' work has focused on a polysaccharide hydrogel called chitosan, derived by alkaline deacetylation of chitin, found in the exoskeleton of crustaceans [124] . Chitosan provides an interesting example of the interdisciplinary development required in tissue engineering. Chitosan was initially developed as a bone substitute in the 1980s [125] , then chemical modification by Chenite et al. through addition of polyol salts made chitosan thermosensitive (gelling at around 37°C) and heralded new interest as a biological polymer with the capacity to gel on implantation into the body [126, 127] . In the IVD, this property could be employed to allow chitosan to flow into nuclear clefts prior to polymerization [128] , and recent work has shown that chitosan has a similar loading properties compared with NP tissue [129] . Our work with future science group future science group chitosan and MSCs has shown development of an NP-like phenotype in vitro, with expression of the key NP marker genes SOX-9, aggrecan and type II collagen [104] . Chitosan also has other characteristics that make it attractive for use in tissue engineering of the IVD: it may be modified to gel more or less rapidly in vivo and to be more mechanically stable; the tissue response to chitosan is limited [130] ; it is bioresorbable [131] and bacteriostatic [132] ; and its cationic nature allows interaction with GAGs, encouraging retention of PGs produced in situ [104] . Similarly, chitosan's analogous nature to native IVD ECM components such as hyaluronan might regulate the maintenance of the chondrocytic cell phenotype [133] . Other biological hydrogels that have shown promise include collagen-hyaluronan [64] , collagen gel [134] and atelocollagen [135] . Several in vivo studies have investigated MSCs combined with hydrogels in animal models of IVD degeneration [136] [137] [138] , and although current animal models do not mimic the loading environment experienced by cells in the human IVD, these studies demonstrate cell survival [102, 136, 137] , cell migration into surrounding structures [102] , maintenance of IVD structure and height, and evidence of ECM production [137, 138] . Future studies with large animal models are now being used to investigate MSC regeneration of discs [139] and to determine the effect of complicated factors such as stage of degeneration on the regenerative capacity of MSCs [140] . Novel animal models of degeneration will be used to further determine the efficacy of interventions [141, 142] .
Synthetic hydrogels, such as poly(vinyl alcohol), polyvinyl pyrrolidone, and poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) may be formed with specific chemical properties designed to mimic the NP, without the sourcing and reproducibility issues of biological hydrogels [143] [144] [145] . Although these nonbiodegradable polymers are highly hydrated and allow nutrient diffusion into the NP, they are not compatible with cell-based tissue regeneration. Cartilage defects have been regenerated with PEG hydrogels, but they have not been tested in the IVD [146] .
Conclusion & future perspective
Understanding of IVD biology has increased dramatically; we know many of the important changes to the ECM that occur in degenerate IVDs, and are beginning to unravel the cellular processes responsible for degeneration and the cytokine and enzyme interplay driving these changes. Alongside improved understanding comes the possibility of arresting and reversing disruption to the IVD and treating LBP; numerous strategies are proposed to achieve this aim. Putting the information we have so far gained from in vitro experiments and in vivo animal studies in a clinical Box 1. Application-focused problems to be addressed prior to clinical translation.
• Will implanted cells survive? For cell-based regeneration to be successful the degraded extracellular matrix (ECM) must be regenerated. To achieve this, implanted cells must survive and secrete matrix. However, the nucleus pulposus (NP) is a hostile environment and the calcification of the end-plates associated with disc degeneration results in a low pH, low oxygen tension, relatively high concentration of metabolic waste products and no blood supply. It may be that for implanted cells to survive intervention to improve the nutrient supply to the intervertebral disc (IVD) will be necessary. Therefore, there may also be a requirement to repair the end-plates as well as the degenerate IVD [147] .
• How many cells should be implanted? Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) are readily expanded, but implantation of too many cells could catastrophically lower pH and oxygen levels and cause massive cell death. The caveat is that implantation of too few cells would be ineffective in regenerating the ECM.
• What biological factors should be employed? We understand the molecular mechanisms governing IVD cell biology but choosing the most appropriate biological factors for stimulating repair is a challenge. It may be that proteoglycan (PG)-specific factors, such as cartilage-derived morphogenetic protein-1 or IGF-1, will be the best option rather than factors such as TGF-β.
• Loading is an important consideration; human IVDs are subjected to load and extreme loading conditions have been shown in vitro to cause cell death and reduce the level of PG production [148] . More advanced in vitro studies of cell-scaffold implants are beginning to determine whether the implant has sufficient mechanical strength for implantation into the disc [129] . We must also determine whether implanted cells seeded on carrier scaffolds will survive under loading conditions experienced in vivo.
• Do implanted cells need to be differentiated prior to implantation (pre-differentiation) or could cells be harvested, expanded and then seeded in scaffolds and implanted immediately? Pre-differentiation allows the modification of cells prior to implantation but will require conditions that mimic the IVD such as osmolality [149] , hypoxia and mechanical loading; a complex model, the exact parameters of which are yet to be defined. Conversely, immediate implantation followed by in vivo co-culture with NP cells could be sufficient to stimulate differentiation, but the exact interaction of MSCs with degenerate NP cells is yet to be established.
• What is the best method of implantation? Is it feasible to implant prefabricated 3D scaffolds, or should the focus be on injectable carriers that will result in the minimum possible disc disruption? However, severely degenerate discs may only be regenerated through the implantation of mechanically stable scaffolds.
future science group future science group www.futuremedicine.com context raises questions that need consideration before therapeutic intervention in humans is possible; we are now in a position to consider these application-focussed problems as listed in Box 1. The application-focussed problems discussed in Box 1 are not easily addressed as there is no animal model for disc degeneration directly comparable with human degeneration. The answer may not be a one-size-fits-all approach: one degenerate disc may be best treated with cells predifferentiated in a loaded, hypoxic, nutrient-deficient environment, whereas another might be more suited to direct implantation of MSCs transfected with growth factors. How this will be determined is unclear at present; greater experience with regeneration strategies must be gained. Despite these challenges, our knowledge and understanding of both basic science and the potential of regenerative medicine strategies offers hope for the future repair of the degenerate IVD and treatment of LBP. No writing assistance was utilized in the production of this manuscript.
Executive summary
The normal intervertebral disc
• The intervertebral disc (IVD) is a unique and complex structure, highly specialized for its mechanical role. Its extracellular matrix has a high proteoglycan content that draws in water, hydrating the disc and allowing it to function as a shock absorber.
Degenerative disc disease
• Changes in the disc matrix, particularly loss of proteoglycan, are seen in age-related disc degeneration, which is a common cause of low back pain.
Current treatment of low back pain
• Current treatments are aimed at relieving the symptoms or the source of pain rather than treating the biological basis of the disease and are relatively ineffective in the long term.
Potential therapies
• Regeneration of the IVD through tissue-engineering strategies involving rescue of native disc cells, and repopulation of the disc with cells able to direct matrix synthesis could regenerate discs and treat sufferers of low back pain.
• Cell sourcing is difficult because removal of native disc cells precipitates degeneration. However, mesenchymal stem cells isolated from bone marrow offer an easily obtainable cell population with the capacity to generate disc matrix. Whether cells will need to be differentiated prior to implantation or will differentiate in vivo in the degenerate niche needs to be determined. • Work is ongoing to identify suitable cell carriers for implantation into the disc. Biological hydrogel polymers such as chitosan have given promising in vitro results. However, in later-stage degeneration, rigid 3D scaffolds such as poly-L-lactic acid may be required as they confer mechanical strength that hydrogels currently do not offer.
• Investigation into cell survival in vivo following implantation and the optimum cell-scaffold-culture condition combination is needed before human trials will be possible. 
